Nuclear plasticity and timing mechanisms of the initiation of alkaline phosphatase expression in cytoplasm-transferred blastomeres of ascidians.
Egg cytoplasm containing endoderm determinants was transferred to presumptive-muscle or presumptive-epidermis blastomeres isolated from cleavage-stage embryos of the ascidian Halocynthia roretzi. We investigated three aspects of the expression of endoderm-specific alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity. First, we examined whether ectopic ALP expression, an indication of ectopic endoderm formation, was promoted in cytoplasm-transferred blastomeres isolated at late-cleavage stage. The results showed that the cell fate was converted by the introduced cytoplasm, even in recipient blastomeres in which the cell fate was already restricted to muscle or epidermis, and in those where expression of the muscle- or epidermis-specific genes was already initiated. Next, we examined the formation of endoderm and other tissue in embryos by double staining for ALP and muscle- or epidermis-specific marker. Regions positive for ALP and positive for muscle or epidermis marker were mutually exclusive. These results suggested that muscle- or epidermis-specific genes that were already expressed in the recipient blastomeres were down-regulated in ectopically forming endoderm cells. This is evidence for nuclear plasticity during ascidian embryogenesis. In the last series of experiments, we investigated the timing of the appearance of ALP activity in cytoplasm-transferred embryos. In the partial embryos that were derived from various combination of recipient blastomeres and donor cytoplasm obtained from various staged eggs and embryos, the timing seemed to coincide with the time that starts when cell fusion for cytoplasmic transfer was done. Therefore, the clock that determines the timing of the initiation of ALP expression is likely to start at the moment of cell fusion. Several possible hypotheses for the timing mechanism are discussed.